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Item Number Forza series spotlights and accessories
List Price

(GBP)

NL-FORZA60 Nanlite Forza 60W LED spot light                                                                                         The 
Forza 60 LED from NanLite is a monolight style light fixture with remarkable light output relative to 
its small size. Weighing only 1.8 lbs, the Forza 60 employs a COB LED module to output 11950 
Lux of 5600K daylight-balanced light at 1 meter. All while maintaining a high CRI/TLCI of 98/95, 
ensuring accurate color rendition. 

£250

NL-FORZA300 Nanlite Forza 300W LED spot light                                                                                         
The Forza 300 LED from NanLite is a monolight style light fixture with remarkable light output 
relative to its size. Weighing only 5.5 lbs, the Forza 300 employs a COB LED module to output 
43060 Lux of 5600K daylight-balanced light at 1 meter. All while maintaining a high CRI/TLCI of 
98/95, ensuring accurate color rendition.

£1,095

NL-FORZA500 Nanlite Forza 500W LED spot light.                                                                                       The 
Forza 500 LED from NanLite is a monolight style light fixture with remarkable light output relative 
to its size. Weighing only 5.7 lbs, the Forza 500 employs a COB LED module to output 66300 Lux 
of 5600K daylight-balanced light at 1 meter. All while maintaining a high CRI/TLCI of 98/95, 
ensuring accurate color rendition.

£1,595

NL-SBFZ60 Nanlite Parabolic softbox for Forza 60 £95

NL-ECFZ60 Nanlite Egg crate grid for Forza 60 £25

NL-SBPR90 Nanlite Parabolic softbox 90CM for Forza 300/500 £115

NL-ECPR90 Nanlite egg crate grid for Parabolic softbox of 90cm for Forza 300/500 £40

NL-SBPR120 Nanlite Parabolic softbox 120CM for Forza 300/500 £125

NL-ECPR120 Nanlite egg crate grid for Parabolic softbox of 120cm for Forza 300/500 £60

NL-SBPR150 Nanlite Parabolic softbox 150CM for Forza 300/500 £160

NL-ECPR150 Nanlite egg crate grid for Parabolic softbox of 150cm for Forza 300/500 £75

NL-SB-AS-110X45 Nanlite Asymmetric Softbox of 45*110CM for Forza 300/500 £55

NL-EC-110X45 Nanlite Eggcrate grid ：Match with Asymmetric Softbox  of 45*110CM for Forza 300/500 £25

NL-SB-ST-140X30 Nanlite Strip softbox of 30*140CM for Forza 300/500 £40

NL-EC-140X30 Nanlite Eggcrate grid :Match with Strip softbox of 30*140CM for Forza 300/500 £25

Item Number Nanlite Halo Ring light
List Price

(GBP)

NL-HALO18 Nanlite Halo18 48W 18-Inch LED Ring Light.                                                                     
NanLite Halo series LED ring lights are incredibly versatile light sources that can adapt 
themselves to a vast range of needs and projects. Well-suited for beauty lighting, vlogging, live 
streaming, makeup application and tutorials, portrait photography and small product photography, 
Halo LED ring lights from NanLite provide an attractive, soft, near-shadowless light quality with 
interesting, ring-shaped catchlights in the eyes of your subject.

£149

NL-HALO16 Nanlite Halo16  29W 16-Inch LED Ring Light.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
NanLite Halo series LED ring lights are incredibly versatile light sources that can adapt 
themselves to a vast range of needs and projects. Well-suited for beauty lighting, vlogging, live 
streaming, makeup application and tutorials, portrait photography and small product photography, 
Halo LED ring lights from NanLite provide an attractive, soft, near-shadowless light quality with 
interesting, ring-shaped catchlights in the eyes of your subject.

£139

NL-HALO14 Nanlite Halo14 24W 14-Inch LED Ring Light.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
NanLite Halo series LED ring lights are incredibly versatile light sources that can adapt 
themselves to a vast range of needs and projects. Well-suited for beauty lighting, vlogging, live 
streaming, makeup application and tutorials, portrait photography and small product photography, 
Halo LED ring lights from NanLite provide an attractive, soft, near-shadowless light quality with 
interesting, ring-shaped catchlights in the eyes of your subject.

£109

NL-HALO16C Nanlite Halo16C 29W 16-Inch RGB LED Ring Light.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
NanLite Halo series LED ring lights are incredibly versatile light sources that can adapt 
themselves to a vast range of needs and projects. Well-suited for beauty lighting, vlogging, live 
streaming, makeup application and tutorials, portrait photography and small product photography, 
Halo LED ring lights from NanLite provide an attractive, soft, near-shadowless light quality with 
interesting, ring-shaped catchlights in the eyes of your subject.

£179

NL-HALO14U Nanlite Halo14U 16.8W 14-Inch LED Ring Light with built in battery.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
NanLite Halo series LED ring lights are incredibly versatile light sources that can adapt 
themselves to a vast range of needs and projects. Well-suited for beauty lighting, vlogging, live 
streaming, makeup application and tutorials, portrait photography and small product photography, 
Halo LED ring lights from NanLite provide an attractive, soft, near-shadowless light quality with 
interesting, ring-shaped catchlights in the eyes of your subject.

£145
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